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COMING IN FEBRUARY/MARCH 2019
COLD WAR
Coming this February

GUERILLA FILM PROJECT
February 14-17

BELLINGHAM HUMAN
RIGHTS FILM FESTIVAL
Opens February 21

THE RED CARPET AFFAIR
Our annual Academy Awards viewing
party returns on Sunday, February 24

ARCTIC
Coming this March

BELLINGHAM CHILDREN'S
FILM FESTIVAL
A weekend of fun for children and
people just like them: March 8-10

EVERYBODY KNOWS
Coming this March
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ABOUT PFC
Admission

Pickford Film Center & Limelight Cinema Pricing:
• PFC Members, every day – $8.00
• Tuesday–Sunday General Admission – $11.25
• Students, Military & Kids under 12 – $8.50
• Mondays and Matinees* – $9.00
*Matinees are Monday–Friday before 5pm
Saturday–Sunday before 3:30pm
Tickets for free shows are not available online, but
can be claimed in advance at the box office only.

Movie Times

1. Visit www.pickfordfilmcenter.org for current
showtimes, news, advance tickets, and trailers
2. Sign up for our weekly mailing list and get the
times delivered to your inbox
3. See our ad each week in the Cascadia Weekly
4. Call our movie hotline: 360-738-0735

PFC Staff

PFC Board

Gennie Clawson, President
Christina Kobdish, Vice President
Meg Weber, Treasurer
Nabil Kamel, Secretary
Becca Shew, James Willson, Dawn Dietrich
Gary Washington, Janet Ott

Parking

Here it is the middle of winter when dismal weather can bring frustration for parents. Affordable, high quality indoor
activities are always on the radar and I’m happy to say that Pickford Film Center can provide some extraordinary
events to get you, your teens and the little ones out of the house. Don’t let the fungus start to grow where it shouldn’t,
check out what the warm dry Pickford has to offer.
Fifteen years ago Pickford Film Center inaugurated the Guerilla Film Project, which is now northwest Washington’s
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Ride Your Bike - or Walk!

Pre-Show Giveaway Sponsors:

Sustaining Level Sponsors:

discounted admis

that warm fuzzy fee

If you have kids age two to thirteen in your family, Bellingham Children’s Film Festival, March 8 – 10 is your

to open their hearts, eyes, and minds to some of the best international short films made for children.
Joinopportunity
or renew online,
There
be lots
including preverbal programs for the wee ones as well as carefully chosen programs for
at the
boxwill
office,
or of
byanimation
mail
older age groups, ages 5 - 11. The excitement begins on the red carpet opening night, Friday, March 8, with the feature
film Zoo, an exhilarating and poignant rendition of a true tale of how animal loving children rescued a baby elephant
from the Belfast zoo during the WWII blitz. The film is topped off by an ice cream sundae reception courtesy of Trader
Joe’s. Shorts will be screened all day on Saturday and Sunday along with age appropriate art projects in our lobby
brought to you by Play Lab and teaching artist Christian Anne Smith. Most tickets are $5, some are only $1 giving you
an opportunity to bring the whole family – maybe more than once. Flip to the centerfold for the full program.
This year we launch our first-ever children’s film jury that will award prizes for the best films. If your kids are 8 –13 and
interested in being on the jury, send me a message - susie@pickfordfilmcenter.org. They will get to see all the shorts
programs for free. Jury positions are limited. We will also need some parent volunteer chaperones that love cinema!
And most glamorously, if winter has you starved for style and itching to pull out your strapless, backless, black tie,
rhinestone covered, head-turning outfit, hightail it over to our website for tickets to the Red Carpet Affair,
Bellingham’s swankiest and most fun-to-the-last-drop catered Academy Awards celebration. Bring your friends
and root for your favorite films and filmmakers on the big screen while you support your favorite independent
cinema, Pickford Film Center.

Susie Purves, Executive Director

Consider making a contribution to our spring donation appeal. All funds raised will go to sup
Doc-ED, to extend the program to over 5,000 Whatcom County public and tribal middle sc
students. We only have $10,000 left to raise in order to fully fund the program for Fall 2
Please help us make our goal a reality by making a donation to

Please help us reach our goal by making a donation online, at the box office, or by mail to

The Commercial Street Parking Garage, located
at 1300 Commercial St., is one block behind PFC
and one block from the Limelight. There is hourly
paid parking during the day, and it's free after
5pm and on the weekends. Metered street parking
is available downtown Mon-Fri until 5pm, but after
hours and weekend parking is free.

There is a huge bike rack right outside PFC on Bay
Street, located under streetlights.

free popcorn on mond
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Susie Purves, Executive Director
susie@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Michael Falter, Program Director
michael@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Ryan Uhlhorn, Operations Manager
ryan@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Lindsey Gerhard, Marketing Manager
lindsey@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Ariel Brownstein,
Membership & Development Manager
ariel@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Ariana Dorshkind, Assistant Operations Manager
ariana@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Hayley McVay, Volunteer Coordinator
hayley@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Mikayla Nicholson, Education Outreach Coordinator
mikayla@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Winnie Griffith, Pickford Art Studios Manager
winifred@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Darcy Ruppert, Adminstrative Assistant
darcy@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Projectionists:
Steve Meyers, Carey Ross, Michael Barone
Mikayla Nicholson, Cole Wilder, Meghan Schilling

Dear Bellingham,
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COMING TO THE PICKFORD
this February & March
STYX

STYX
Dir: Wolfgang Fischer Cast: Susanne Wolff, Gedion Oduor Wekesa, Felicity Babao
At the outset, this movie seems like a German version of All Is Lost with a female lead instead of
Robert Redford. We watch Rike, a doctor and first responder, as she expertly handles her sailboat on
a solo journey across the Atlantic Ocean. She weathers one storm and then happens upon a storm
of a different kind: a sinking fishing boat loaded down with refugees. She radios the coast guard who
promise to send help, which does not arrive. With a boat far to small to accommodate the refugees and
their cries for help growing weaker, she is faced with choices, each more heartbreaking and impossible
than the last, set in the context of a refugee crisis rife with similar impossible, heartbreaking choices.
2019. Germany/Austria. In English & German w/English subtitles. 1 hr. 34 min. Unrated.

COLD WAR
Dir: Pawel Pawlikowski Cast: Joanna Kulig, Tomasz Kot, Borys Szyc
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COLD WAR
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Polish director Pawel Pawlikowski has characterized his parents’ relationship as a “40-year-long
complicated, fascinating, never-ending disaster of a love affair.” And so he has dedicated this, his
follow-up to the Oscar-winning Ida, to a stunningly rendered, spellbinding portrait of that tumultuous
love. Spanning 15 years in 1950s Europe, pianist Wiktor (Tomasz Kot) and singer/dancer Zula (Joanna
Kulig, mesmerizing) come together and fall apart over a series of unbearably lovely and emotionally
wrenching vignettes, all set to a sultry soundtrack and captured in rich black-and-white tones. See
the film that’s on every shortlist for a Best Foreign Film Oscar nomination (and in a perfect world, a
Best Actress nod for Kulig as well). 2018. Poland/United Kingdom/France. In Polish/French/German/
Croatian/Russian w/English subtitles. 1 hr. 29 min. R.

CAPERNAUM
Dir: Nadine Labaki
Cast: Zain Al Rafeea, Yordanos Shiferaw, Boluwatife Treasure Bankole

CAPERNAUM

When this film opens, Zain is in a Beirut courtroom, a plaintiff in a lawsuit against his parents. Prior
to being in court, he was serving a five-year prison sentence for a violent crime. When asked why
he is suing his folks, he says, “For giving me life.” He is 12 years old. And so begins Zain’s account,
which paints a vivid picture of poverty on the streets of Beirut, in which everything--and everyone--is
a commodity, including children. Writer/director Nadine Labaki won a Grand Jury Prize at the Cannes
Film Festival for this partially improvised story, but the movie belongs to Zain, a non-professional actor
and real-life refugee, in a performance that will capture your heart and then break it in two. 2018.
Lebanon/United States. In Arabic/Amharic w/English subtitles. 2 hrs. 1 min. R.

ARCTIC
Presented by Adventures NW Magazine
Dir: Joe Penna Cast: Mads Mikkelsen, Maria Thelma Smaradottir

ARCTIC

From dramatic narratives like 127 Hours to equally dramatic documentaries like The Endurance and
Touching the Void, Pickford audiences are fascinated by depictions of humans contending with nature
under extraordinary circumstances. This film begins a couple of months after a research scientist (a
perfectly cast Mads Mikkelsen) is stranded in the Arctic wilderness after his plane crashes. First, we
see the rituals that define his day-to-day survival. However, a series of events involving a helicopter
and another crash victim catalyses him, forcing him to set off across the tundra in a desperate bid for
something more than just his own survival. 2019. Iceland. In English. 1 hr. 37 min. PG-13.

All films are playing at Pickford Film Center 1318 Bay Street or at the Limelight Cinema 1416 Cornwall Avenue | Bellingham, WA

LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS
& SPECIAL EVENTS
2.7

JONI 75

Filmed over two nights at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in Los
Angeles, this live music celebration brings together a big name lineup of
performers to pay tribute to the legendary singer-songwriter.

EVERYBODY KNOWS

EVERYBODY KNOWS
Dir: Asghar Farhadi Cast: Penelope Cruz, Javier Bardem, Ricardo Darin
Having won two Best Foreign Film Oscars (for The Salesman and A Separation), director Asghar Farhadi
decides to take his show on the road from Iran to Spain, and he’s bringing a pair of Oscar winners with
him--Penelope Cruz and Javier Bardem--for good measure. In real life, Cruz and Bardem are married,
but in Farhadi’s film they play people with complicated past romantic and familial relationships.
Those complexities are brought into harsh relief when Cruz returns to her childhood home on the
Spanish seaside—where Bardem still lives—with her two daughters for a wedding. The oldest daughter
is kidnapped, a ransom demand is made, and the unsettled scores and grudges of the past mean
everyone’s a suspect. As usual, Farhadi’s interest lies in the fault lines that emerge when families are
under pressure--and no one captures the nuances and subtleties of such strife quite like he does.
2019. Spain/France/Italy. In English & Spanish/Catalan w/English subtitles. 2 hrs. 12 min. R.
WOMAN AT WAR

2.10 STEEL MAGNOLIAS
Bellingham Cocktail Week Brunch
What’s better than a sweet Sunday brunch with your favorite
southern gals?! Let Dolly Parton, Sally Field, and Julia Roberts tug at your
heartstrings as you drown your sorrows in a mimosa bar with an array of
juices sponsored by the Community Food Co-op, and fill your belly with a
delicious spread from the Bagelry featuring bagels, schmear, fruit, meats
and more!

2.14-2.17

GUERILLA FILM PROJECT

Now in its 15th year, PFC's, Guerilla Film Project (GFP) is a fast
paced filmmaking competition for high school students where teams of
1-5 students gather in downtown Bellingham in a race against the clock
to write, shoot, cut and edit a 3 minute film in under 65 hours. Know a
student who is interested? Register now at www.pickfordfilmcenter.org!

BELLINGHAM HUMAN RIGHTS FILM FESTIVAL
The 19th year of this annual film fest features 23 curated Human
Rights Films playing all over town for 10 days. Catch these two at PFC:

2.21 Water Warriors + Keepers of the Future
2.23 The Reluctant Radical

WOMAN AT WAR

Dan Savage's HUMP! Film Festival is a celebration of creative
sexual expression, features short dirty movies—each less than five
minutes—all created by people who aren’t porn stars but want to be one
for a weekend.

Dir: Benedikt Erlingsson Cast: Halldora Geirharosdottir, Jorundur Ragnarsson

2.24 RED CARPET AFFAIR

Everyone in Halla’s small Icelandic town knows her to be a choir director with a sunny smile for everyone
she greets. But beneath her pleasant exterior lies an environmental activist, taking on the local aluminum
industry by taking aim at power lines with her trusty bow and arrow. Enter into this delightfully off-kilter
world the Ukrainian orphan Halla has longed to adopt, an identical twin sister headed for an Indian
ashram for two years, an ensemble cast of quirky characters and a group of musicians and singers who
break the fourth wall as it has never been broken before, and what you’ve got is an unorthodox and
wholly charming comedy with decidedly Icelandic sensibilities. 2019. Iceland/France/Ukraine. In English
& Icelandic/Spanish/Ukrainian w/English subtitles. 1 hr. 41 min. Unrated.

Plan to celebrate Hollywood's biggest night with your fellow
Pickford fans. Flip to the back page for more intormation!

2019 OSCAR NOMINATED SHORTS
Dir: Several Cast: Of hundreds
Of all the Academy Award nominees we show at the Pickford, Few provoke as much conversation as
do the annual roundup of short films. The micro movies are separated into categories—Animated, Live
Action and Documentary—and what Oscar deems worthy truly are the best of the best. 2018. From the
world over. In English & other languages w/English subtitles. Unrated.

2.26 ELECTRIC CHURCH: JIMI HENDRIX
See the legendary guitarist in full flight at the 1970 Atlanta Pop
Festival before the largest US audience of his career. This film combines
color and 16mm multi-camera footage of his unforgettable July 4, 1970
concert with a new documentary that traces his journey to the festival
amidst the dark shadow of civil rights unrest.

3.6

STORYTELLER'S SEASONAL: WINTER EDITION

This local filmmaker challenge features the theme of Crime and
the prop of Toenail Clippings. Do you have what it takes to tell this story?
RSVP to the winter Storytellers Seasonal and share your gritty tale!

Watch trailers, buy tickets, get more information, see showtimes and new bookings not listed here at www.pickfordfilmcenter.org
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2.15 + 2.16 HUMP! FILM FESTIVAL
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Women Directors of the 70'' s
Programmed by Susie, the Pickford's Executive Director, this new series
presented with support from the National Endowment for the Arts focuses
on four influential directors of the 1970's. To recognize the ever-present
wage gap, tickets will be discounted for female-indentifying patrons.

GRAVITY

SCIENCE ON
SCREEN

3.4 GIRLFRIENDS (Claudia Weill, 1978)
3.11 HESTER STREET

(Joan Micklin Silver, 1975)

3.18 WANDA (Barbara Loden, 1970)
3.25 MIKEY & NICKY

(Elaine May, 1976)

ELAINE MAY

Creative pairings of current, classic, and documentary
films with lively introductions by notable figures from
the world of science and technology.
Monday, February 25

ALIENS

GRAVITY

(Alfonso Cuarón, 2013)
Presentation: Gravity Always Wins!
George D. Nelson, Professor of Physics and
Astronomy at WWU and former NASA Astronaut
Gravity is by far the weakest and least understood of the four known
forces of nature, but it is responsible for the large-scale structure
of the universe; the formation, evolution and fate of galaxies, stars,
and planets and your beer staying in the glass until you drink it. I’ll
talk a little about the nature of gravity and share some stories about
living in “zero-gravity” where the rules of motion are a little different.
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Wednesday, March 20
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JURASSIC PARK

A new series sponsored by Film is Truth and programmed
by Pickford staff and volunteers, we’re taking a deep look
into the archives to present our version of cult classics:
the ones you might have missed, the ones we think you
should know, the ones that may have gotten away. Once
a month, we invite you to spend a Saturday night at the
Limelight and take a chance on some critical cinema.
Saturday, February 2 - 10pm
Harold and Maude (Hal Ashby, 1971)
Programmed by Mikayla
Saturday, March 2 - 10pm

Big Trouble in Little China
(John Carpenter, 1986) Programmed by Kevin

(Steven Spielberg, 1993)
Presentation: The Science of Jurassic Park
Thor Hansen, Professor Emeritus of Geology, WWU
How do we know what dinosaurs were like? Are the dinosaurs depicted in Jurassic Park accurate? This presentation will explore the
kinds of evidence paleontologists use to reconstruct how dinosaurs
lived and just what Jurassic Park gets right and wrong about them.

FEMINIST ROCKET
SCI-FI MATINEES
Rocket Sci-Fi's traditional time-sphere will always be
the 1950s and 1960s, but our new theme required
some benevolent time-travel, cinematically speaking.
Feminist Sci-Fi will run through the first half of 2019
and will feature films with fierce feminist heroes. It's
still $3 per show and features an introduction by
series curator Steve Meyers.

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX OFFICE

2.16 BORN IN
FLAMES (1983)
3.16

ALIENS

(1986)
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MASTERS OF ASIAN CINEMA
Curated by Jeff Purdue, each film features an introduction from select speakers
including local professors, artists, and educators.

2.12 ONCE UPON A TIME
IN ANATOLIA (Nuri Bilge Ceylan, 2011)
3.12 THE WORLD

(Jia Zhangke, 2004)

LA TRAVIATA

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE
THE WORLD

Under the direction of Antonio Pappano, and based in the iconic Covent Garden
theatre, the ROH is renowned both for its outstanding performances of traditional
opera and for commissioning new works by today’s leading composers.
Tickets: $16 Members, $20 General, $10 Students

PICKFORD FAMILY MATINEES
Bring your kids, bring your parents, bring friends or a
date and catch a Saturday matinee for only $1 thanks
to our generous sponsors Bank of the Pacific.

2.9 SHREK 2

3.3 QUEEN OF SPADES
3.17 LA TRAVIATA
YOUNG PICASSO

3.9 MODEST HEROES

INDIE LENS POP-UP
Monthly FREE human rights documentaries intended to bring communities
together to discuss what matters most, from newsworthy topics to family
and relationships.

3.5

THE PROVIDERS

3.19 WON'T YOU BE MY NEIGHBOR?

EXHIBITION ON SCREEN
A pioneering film series that works with top international museums and galleries to
offer a full immersion into the world’s best loved exhibits from around the globe,
combined with detailed artist biographies.

2.10 + 2.13

YOUNG PICASSO

2.24 + 2.27 VAN GOGH: OF WHEAT
			

THE PROVIDERS

FIELDS AND CLOUDED SKIES

3.24 + 3.27 CARAVAGGIO:
			THE SOUL AND THE BLOOD
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Flip to the centerfold for more information
on the Bellingham Children's Film Festival!
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Sunday, February 24, 2019
Celebrate Hollywood’s biggest night with your fellow Pickford
fans at our 10th annual Academy Awards viewing party

RED CARPET AFFAIR
THE SCENE

SUPPORT THE CAUSE
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Make your grand entrance on the red
carpet, pose for the paparazzi, and visit
photographer Phil Rose to have your
gorgeous mug photographed in front of
the PFC backdrop. Hearty, delectable
appetizers prepared by Crave Catering
will be available through the evening
in our lobby and in both theaters.
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Make a gift
Bring an entire class to our
theater with $240, or give at the
level that feels right to you.

Grab a drink
All proceeds will go to the
Education Fund, and we will have
several delicious beverages,
including non-alcoholic options.

THE CAUSE
All proceeds from the evening will go
towards PFC’s Education Fund, supporting
our Doc-ED and Media Literacy programs.
Doc-ED serves thousands of public and
tribal middle school students annually
with free documentary film screenings,
while Media Literacy gives students the
resources to navigate the digital world
ethically and well-informed.

Buy raffle tickets
and enter to win fabulous prizes!

TICKETS
$70 or $55 for PFC Members
Available at the box office or online at
www.pickfordfilmcenter.org

Sponsored By

JAMES
WILLSON

